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Elää is a residential complex comprising 41 units, located at the entrance to the 
Montreal borough of Verdun. Verdun is a unique self-sufficient neighbourhood in 
the southwest of the Island that only joined Montreal in 2002. The neighbourhood 
is predominantly residential, attracting many young families, but in recent years the 
area has seen a commercial revival along Wellington Street, a couple of blocks west 
of the site.

Elää is located on a corner lot with high visibility; instead of conceiving a front and 
a back to the building, the project is conceived with an outside and an inside. This 
notion emerged from questioning the footprint and siting of typical residential 
complexes. Elää re-imagines how to occupy the site. Similar to the way a city is 
organized, Elää creates a mini village within the site by fragmenting the building into 
many volumes and pushing the buildings closer to the street. The result is a porous 
environment which allows for varied experiences throughout the site. Natural lights 
filters into the central courtyards and to each unit, the green spaces traverse in 
between the buildings to create intimate yet animated gathering zones, and the scale 
appropriately matches its neighbours. 

The volumes are articulated through a series of slight setbacks and extrusions, which 
help to integrate the project within the scale of the built environment. Modular open-
ings are arranged so as to play on light and reflection, further animating the facades, 
which are treated with two main contrasting materials both in colour and texture. The 
application of the materials is simple. The exterior perimeter is one material: dark, 
charred wood, while all interior facades that emerge from the carving out of pas-
sages and courtyards become the other material: white acrylic. 

Charred cedar clads the exterior perimeter facades of Elää to become its exocarp. 
The technique is similar to the ancient Japanese technique ‘shou-sugi-ban’, where 
cedar is preserved by charring it with fire. The process is an environmentally con-
scious way to preserve wood; wood is biodegradable, renewable and the process of 
charring does not create any chemical toxins. A natural oil seals the surface, and the 
cedar becomes resistant to any future fire and is equally maintenance free.

White acrylic clads all interior facades of Elää, to become its mesocarp. The white 
acrylic illuminates the interior spaces, creating a neutral backdrop for the residents 
to animate their spaces. To bring warmth to the interior courtyard spaces, some walls 
are also entirely clad by vegetation, helping to absorb light and sound and bring 
visual appeal to the interior. A series of suspended lights creates a luminous canopy 
above the courtyard areas to clearly identify the gathering spaces and bring warmth 
to the spaces at night. All the above design decisions contribute greatly to Elää’s aim 
for LEED platinum certification.

ExTErIor pErSpECTIvE
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1. physical organization and form, including attention to composition and detail
The physical form and organization of the project emerged from a series of site stud-
ies, exploring how to re-imagine the way a building(s) can occupy the site. The norm is 
to construct the largest possible singular building allowed by zoning, while conform-
ing to setbacks and code requirements. There are many downsides to occupying the 
site in this way, some of which include: the green space is very exposed to the street, 
units along the north-facing facades receive very little natural light, and the building 
becomes large and imposing instead of being at the scale of the neighbourhood’s 
older construction. by dividing Elää into many volumes scattered across the site, 
the project proposes solutions to these problems. Each unit is given both a private 
and public façade that allows natural light to infiltrate inside, the project reads as a 
collection of small buildings rather than a large mass, and an array of exterior space 
that range from intimate to more social are offered to the residents. The detailing and 
juxtaposition of materials creates a succinct visual language for the project. breaks 
in the charred wood envelope indicate a passage into the site. The creation of many 
passages makes it such that residents will traverse the site in different ways depend-
ing where they are going rather than commuting in and out using a singular access 
point. This activity will make the site safer for families and give opportunities to build 
a stronger sense of community between residents.  

2. response to program, site, geographic and/or urban context
verdun acts like a mini city both functionally and geographically, a microcosm of life 
and activity within the confines of Montreal. Many of those who live in Verdun also 
work, shop and spend their free time in the neighbourhood creating a strong network 
of support and community. Its geographic separation from the rest of the Montreal 
Island by the St lawrence river to the East and South, Aqueduct Canal to the West 
and the highway to North, isolate the community like an island and could be a leading 
reason for verdun’s autonomous way of operating. given verdun’s nature and its resi-
dent’s tendency to remain close to home, it was important to conceive a project that 
is liveable, that encourages outdoor/indoor living, inspires a walkable community, 
and sets the tone and image for the community as the entrance to the neighbour-
hood. 

3. innovation in concept, process, materials, building systems, implementation
Elää is an innovative project in many ways. The typology – a cluster of buildings 
with interspersed green space – is common in Scandinavian and European cities, 
but nearly unprecedented in Montreal. The project offers a new typology to users in 
the city. one that is closer to a house than a condo, a place where appropriation is 
encouraged and a sense of community will emerge by the juxtaposition of units and 

green spaces. The project aims to offer residents both semi-public and private quality 
living spaces, built with environmentally friendly materials and efficient systems. 

4. demonstration of exemplary environmental and/or social awareness
The project is environmentally and socially aware in many ways. Elää is aiming for 
LEED platinum certification, the highest recognition possible. LEED is important for 
many reasons: the building has a longer lifespan, it is less expensive to maintain, has 
a higher resale value, possesses more durable systems, consumes less water, elec-
tricity, natural resources all while creating less waste, has greater thermal insulation, 
is more impervious to water infiltration and offers a healthier and more comfortable 
living environmental for its inhabitants, to name a few. In addition to this, Elää is also 
net zero ready meaning the building was conceived such that residents could trans-
form their unit into a net zero residence with the addition of solar panels to replace 
the natural gas, once the technology becomes more readily accessible and afford-
able. Conceiving the building as net zero ready means there is already a 50% reduc-
tion in consumption of energy for heating and cooling compared to a house satisfying 
the building code. Elää uses locally sourced materials; the cedar is from quebec and 
all plants are indigenous to the Montreal region, and need little watering. 
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WEST ElEvATIoN: ExTErIor fACAdES
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